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Abstract: Adaptative traits enable organisms to survive and reproduce. Though these traits are often
innate features (ones that may or may not exhibit variability in response to environmental cues or
originate from horizontal gene transfer), this is not always the case. Many species endure natural
selection not with the traits they possess intrinsically but with exogenous substances and abilities
that they acquire from other species, via ecological interactions akin to outsourcing, pillaging, and
fraud. Here, I review the mechanisms of this exogenous trait acquisition and highlight some of their
repercussions and usefulness for natural resource management, industry, and human health.
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Phylogenetic constraints on adaptation can lead to population decline and extinction
in the face of natural selection [1]. Yet, in some cases, what species lack intrinsically, they
can compensate for with the use of exogenous substances and abilities. For example,
although unable to metabolize the toxins present in the fruits they eat (e.g., alkaloids such
as strychnine and quinine), Peruvian blue-headed parrots (Pionus menstruus L.) successfully
bind and expunge these toxins by ingesting clay that is rich in detoxifying minerals such as
smectite and kaolin [2]. For ecologists, knowing the secret behind exogenous traits such
as the parrots’ tolerance of fruit toxins can be important from the standpoint of natural
resource management, as can understanding how these traits compare to endogenous ones
in terms of their ecological costs and benefits and their sensitivities to environmental change
(e.g., metabolic expression of the cytochrome P-450 gene in rats and other animals [3,4]).
Such insights would clarify, for instance, how the parrots (and all the organisms the
parrots interact with) might be impacted by the loss of access to suitable clay licks due
to urban and agricultural development, acid rain, and soil erosion [5–7]. In ecology, data
regarding species traits are used not only to determine species susceptibility to toxic
exposures and over-exploitation [8,9] but also to interpret species distributions across
space and time [10–12] and anticipate population declines [13]. They provide the means
to assess the “functional redundancy” of ecological communities (the extent to which
different species contribute similarly to ecological processes such as nitrogen fixation or
the transfer of carbon and energy from one level of a food chain to another), which is
often a reliable indicator of the communities’ “resilience” (ability to remain healthy and
recognizable following disastrous perturbations such as oil spills and invasive species
introductions; [14–16].
Species can acquire exogenous traits not only from their abiotic environment, as in
the above example of the parrots, but also from other species. One could argue that this
includes via genetic exchange mechanisms such as horizontal gene transfer [17]. However,
once foreign genes are assimilated into a species’ genome and expressed, the traits they
produce are, for all intents and purposes, intrinsic (endogenous). Similarly, inbuilt traits that
exhibit context-dependent variability, such as “developmental” or “inducible” traits [18,19],
are phenotypic expressions of the species (genotypes) that utilize them and, therefore,
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still endogenous. Truer examples of species acquiring exogenous traits from other species
are ones that are analogous to outsourcing (or to pillaging and fraud, depending on the
equity and intensity of the ecological exchanges involved). Just as relying on vendors or
third-party experts for outsourced goods and services might enable financial institutions to
reduce financial costs, achieve tasks that cannot be completed internally, and focus on core
business activities [20], relying on other species for exogenous traits can enable organisms
to reduce metabolic expenditure, overcome phylogenetic constraints, and undergo adaptive
specialization [21,22].
Myriad community ecological interactions can enable species to acquire exogenous
traits from other species, ranging from protracted, intimate, mutually beneficial relationships to ones that are transient and one-sidedly exploitative. Some of these have been
thoroughly investigated, while others are lesser known. Here, I provide illustrative examples of these interactions that reveal both the ubiquity of the acquisition of exogenous traits
from other species and its ability to generate lasting ecological effects in diverse environments. Furthermore, I highlight some of the implications of exogenous trait acquisition for
natural resource management, industry, and human health and discuss how it has been (or
might in future be) incorporated into the theory and practice of ecology and evolution.
2. Community Ecological Interactions Involving Exogenous Trait Acquisition
2.1. Competition
Competitive interactions underly some of the most pressing global environmental
issues of our time, including the spread of invasive species [23] and the formation of harmful algal blooms [24]. They are defined as interactions in which competitors (organisms
that utilize the same finite resources, which might include growth-limiting nutrients) harm
one another. Generally, competitive interactions fall within one or the other of two main
categories: “exploitative competition” and “interference”. In exploitative competition,
competitors harm each other merely through their utilization of the resource itself (one
competitor cannot use what the other has already consumed). In interference, competitors
employ direct assaults.
Despite the well-established ecological and evolutionary importance of exploitative
competition [25,26], I have chosen to omit examples of this category of competition from
my review, with the rationale that it would be challenging and perhaps meaningless to
attempt to qualify the assertion that a competitively superior species’ exogenous traits
are what enable it to assimilate more resources (all adaptive traits, regardless of their
actual function, must, by definition, ultimately sustain or increase the ability of a species
to assimilate resources over time—at the population level, if not the individual level).
Instead, my focus in this section is on the modes of interference. These modes include the
following, which I define in the ensuing sections: (1) “preemption”, (2) “territoriality”, (3)
“overgrowth”, and (4) “allelopathy” (Figure 1) [27]. As I touch on below, species can rely
on interspecific associations providing exogenous traits to engage in each of these four
modes of interference “indirectly”.
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Figure 1. Competitive interactions. (A) In closed-canopy forests, overstory trees engage in “preemption” against underFigure 1. Competitive interactions. (A) In closed-canopy forests, overstory trees engage in “preemption” against understory
story herbs and shrubs by blocking sunlight [28]. (B) The ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta L.) engages in “territoriality” by
herbs and shrubs by blocking sunlight [28]. (B) The ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta L.) engages in “territoriality” by using its
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strategy employed by both Wolbachia (a genus of endosymbiotic bacteria) and dengue virus
(the cause of dengue fever). Each of these pathogens is able to manipulate
their host, the
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yellow-fever mosquito (Aedes aegypti L.), in various ways. When one of them alters the
regulation of the host’s DNA methyltransferase gene (causing it to be suppressed, in the
case of Wolbachia, and to be overexpressed, in the case of dengue virus), it inhibits the other’s
ability to replicate within the host [33]. Bacteria in the genus Enterobacter engage in a similar
form of indirect preemption. Upon infecting the finger millet (Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn.),
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these bacteria disrupt cell membranes and cause the formation of multilayer physical
barriers inside their host that limit the infection rate and growth of fungal competitors such
as Fusarium graminearum (a.k.a. Gibberella zeae (Schwein.) Petch) [34,35]. Investigation of
the mechanisms underlying such dynamics (e.g., modes of signaling between host and
pathogen cells) might reveal ways to evaluate and mitigate the risks to humans, wildlife,
and crops associated with coinfecting pathogens [36,37]. Additionally, since A. aegypti is a
known vector of disease in humans and other animals [38], deeper understanding of when
and how pathogens employ exogenous barricades within this particular host to exclude
competitors could lead to human and animal health-related applications that complement
existing approaches to modifying vectors to control disease [39].
Another way that exogenous trait acquisition can mediate preemption is by providing
species on the receiving end of preemption with a countermeasure. Cyanobacteria of the
genus Dolichospermum (formerly Anabaena) are thought to be at a disadvantage against
competing cyanobacteria that are more motile or able to regulate their buoyancy, since
these traits enable the competitors to gain better access to sunlight and nutrients within
the water column and to evade certain kinds of grazers [40,41]. However, Dolichospermum
spp. can compensate for their lack of motility and buoyancy regulation via symbioses with
ciliates of the genus Vorticella, from which they gain sufficient mobility to appear as if their
colonies are swimming (and potentially increase their rate of nutrient sequestration due to
the ciliates’ vacuum-cleaner-like mode of feeding) [42,43]. Since Dolichospermum species
are common constituents of harmful algal blooms worldwide [44], it may be worthwhile
to explore the extent to which their exogenous mobility enables them to proliferate at the
expense of less pestilent competitors.
2.1.2. Indirect Territoriality
Territoriality is the staking of claims via aggressive behavior and use of warning
signals such as scent markings [45]. Cases of territoriality made possible (or enhanced)
by acquisition of exogenous traits include that which is seen in mixed-species groups of
tamarin monkeys (Saguinus spp.). These groups are often more successful in repelling
intruders from their joint territories than monospecific groups, due not only to the former
often comprising more individuals but also to differences among species in body size,
sensory perception, aggressiveness, and timings of daily activities [46,47]. The same has
been found to be true for mixed-species flocks of neotropical forest understory birds [48].
While it is realistic to expect there to be trade-offs and socially enforced deterrents to
“cheating” (lack of reciprocity and fidelity) among the interspecific relationships that
allow for indirect territoriality [49,50], this does not mean that the relationships must be
mutualistic or commensal [51,52]. Regardless, since territoriality often evolves where there
is scarcity of resources [53,54], species loss in these systems (e.g., due to poaching and
deforestation) may give rise to cascades of extinction, as resources become even scarcer and
the ability to rely on the traits of other species to secure these resources diminishes. The
prospect of such dependency-exacerbated extinctions has been evaluated in the context
of plant-pollinator networks [55,56] but has received little attention in the case of other
similar forms of association.
Acquisition of exogenous traits can also play a role in the cases of territoriality
that involve scent marking and other demarcation behaviors. Scent marking in adult
meerkats (Suricata suricatta Schreber), for example, is supported by bacteria obtained from
the meerkats’ immediate environment/territory. Meerkats whose glandular pastes have
amassed similar bacteria are able to showcase similar smells, whereas the pastes of outsiders and intruders smell different to meerkats and elicit different responses (generally,
aggressive territorial defense behaviors) [57]. There is presently little by way of theory
to explain why the bacterial communities of one meerkat habitat should be easily distinguishable from those of a neighboring meerkat habitat, a knowledge gap that may owe
something to the popularity of the paradigm that bacteria and other microbes are capable
of virtually unlimited dispersal and gene flow (“everything is everywhere”) [58,59]. More-
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over, for the purposes of meerkat conservation, there may be a need, in certain areas, to
consider how meerkat territoriality and mating success might be affected by the presence
of antibiotics and other microbe-impacting contaminants in the environment [60,61].
Most examples of territoriality found in nature are directed not at other species but at
conspecifics (members of the same species). Exogenous trait acquisition can play a role even
in the cases tied to courtship and contest for mates. For example, there are various animals
whose symbionts trigger the release of aphrodisiac scents or induce cannibalism [62,63] and
animals that incorporate prey or once-living ornaments into their courtship rituals [64,65].
These animals, like the others described above, may, by virtue of their reliance on other
species, be indirectly susceptible to environmental conditions that alter the size or structure
of their associates’ populations.
2.1.3. Indirect Overgrowth
Overgrowth is the physical ouster of competitors from spaces where resources can
be obtained [66]. A case where acquiring exogenous traits enables organisms to overgrow
their competitors is seen in kelp forests, wherein red algae out-compete other species of
phytoplankton in their vicinity via the capabilities of their piscine symbiont, the garibaldi
(Hypsypops rubicundus (Girard) Gill). As part of a set of ritualized behaviors used to attract
females, male garibaldis build nests, grooming and tending a rocky surface for several
days in preparation for spawning. In so doing, the males remove all the invertebrates and
algae from the chosen surface, leaving only a ring of red algae around the groomed site.
The sparser the ring of red algae surrounding this surface, the less likely the males are
to successfully court passing females; thus, the males generally attempt to maintain the
cover of red algae in high abundance while weeding out all other phytoplankton from the
vicinity [67]. It is possible that the garibaldis’ behavior might inhibit the spread of invasive
species, such as lacy crust bryozoans (Membranipora membranacea L.) [68], just as grazing by
other species of fish (e.g., the senorita, Oxyjulis californica Günther) and by nudibranchs
(e.g., Polycera quadrilineata Müller and Onchidoris muricata Müller) has been shown to do in
other locations [69,70]. Alternatively, the mutualistic interaction might enable the red algae
themselves to become invasive or cause other problems, as similar mutualistic interactions
are thought to have done in other systems [71]. To my knowledge, no study has explored
these possibilities.
Certain virulent food-borne microbial pathogens employ the strategy of indirect
overgrowth, as well, via the capabilities of a host. From the pathogens’ perspective, the
surfaces of the host’s intestines are complex habitats that are often already occupied by
billions of resident species. Invading and establishing within these habitats can be a
tremendous challenge. In fact, the immense resident diversity of a host’s intestines may
well aid the host in combating invasive pathogens [72]. Pathogens such as Salmonella enterica
serovar Typhimurium, however, are able to overcome this obstacle by inducing a novel
immune response to which they have superior resistance. As their resident competitors
are rarely preadapted to this immune response, the pathogens are able to eliminate and
supplant these competitors in one fell swoop [73,74]. Whereas other strains of S. enterica
are known for causing typhoid fever, S. enterica serovar Typhimurium is among the few
emerging invasive strains of non-typhoidal Salmonella, as a direct result of this indirect
overgrowth strategy [75].
Other kinds of endosymbiotic microbes (besides pathogens) that engage in overgrowth
via the capabilities of their hosts include the obligate bacterial endosymbionts of the marine
sponge Aplysina aerophoba Nardo. The sponge is a selective particle-feeder that draws
these bacteria in from its environment and houses them (often in large, densely packed
populations) in its “mesohyl” (an acellular gel layer between the epidermis and the inner
cavity known as the “spongocoel”). Certain physical and chemical properties of these
bacteria signal the sponge to retain them as endosymbionts, even while it proceeds to digest
the bulk of the endosymbionts’ microbial competitors [76]. A. aerophoba has been used as
an indicator of aquaculture-and sewage-related environmental impacts [77], wherein its
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responses to factors such as dissolved nitrogen are often a function of its endosymbionts’
metabolic activities and requirements [78].
Free-living, macroscopic organisms also rely on other species’ differential feeding capabilities to engage in overgrowth. Two such organisms are the striped poison-fang blenny
(Meiacanthus grammistes Valenciennes) and the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus
Zimmermann). The blenny relies on potential predators, which it positions to make short
work of competing fish by envenomating these competitors with substances that disorient
them and make it difficult for them to coordinate movements such as swimming [79]. In
contrast, the deer relies on the parasitic meningeal helminth Parelaphostrongylus tenuis
Dougherty. Although the deer itself is mostly unaffected by this helminth, the helminth
is potentially fatal to moose (Alces alces (L.) Gray) and other cervids. This parasite has
caused widespread population declines in areas where white-tailed deer have invaded the
ranges of other cervids. The majority of attempts to reintroduce other cervids to ranges
now occupied by infected white-tailed deer have failed [80]. Some evidence suggests that
the phenomenon of competitors engaging in indirect overgrowth through use of parasites
may be widespread and may exhibit consistent patterns across various habitats, an idea
that has been termed the “geographic-range hypothesis” [81,82].
2.1.4. Indirect Allelopathy
Allelopathy is the use of chemical weaponry (poison) against competitors [27]. It was
first discovered and is best known in plants [83]. Some plants, however, have essentially
evolved biological warfare in place of chemical warfare, launching pathogens and symbiontderived banes against their competitors in lieu of or in combination with endogenous
poison. The tropical invasive weed, Chromolaena odorata (L.) King and Rob., for instance,
has been found to inhibit the growth of numerous native and naturalized competing plant
species by preferentially stimulating the growth of the fungus Fusarium semitectum (Desm.)
Sacc., a generalist plant pathogen (to which C. odorata is mostly immune), in the soil of
its rhizosphere [84]. Another invasive sessile organism, the bryozoan Celleporaria brunnea
Hincks, employs a similar form of indirect allelopathy. It provides hydroids of the genus
Zanclea with a scaffold on which to form polyps and protects these polyps with skeletal
material. In return, the hydroids enable the bryozoan to outgrow adjacent competitors
by stinging these competitors into a weakened state [85]. The spread of C. odorata and C.
brunnea has not only resulted in losses of biodiversity and ecosystem function but also,
respectively, caused damage to commercial plantations and boats [86,87]. Insights into how
these invasive species initiate and coordinate their activities with the species from which
they acquire their indirect allelopathy may create opportunities for mitigating their effects.
Organisms need not be sessile to employ indirect allelopathy. For example, fungusgrowing ants (Formicidae: Attini) employ indirect allelopathy when competing with
microfungal parasites of the genus Escovopsis. These microfungal parasites occupy the
(ant-processed) leafy substrate intended for a fungal cultivar that serves as the ants’ primary food source, and they infect this fungal cultivar when it is present. The ants rid their
fungal gardens of these parasites by relying on a streptomycete bacterium that inhabits
their cuticles and produces a potent antibiotic [88]. Similar adaptations have evolved in
other fungus-farming insects, such as termites (Isoptera) [89] and ambrosia beetles (Ambrosiophilus spp.) [90]. The ambrosia beetles, however, instead of relying on the antibiotics
of mutualistic endosymbionts, utilize ethanol produced by the weakened trees that the
beetles exploit as beds for their fungal gardens [91]. Deeper understanding of the workings
of such allelopathy-conferring associations might aid in the prevention of outbreaks of
diseases caused by the organisms that employ the allelopathy (e.g., Dutch Elm Disease and
Laurel Wilt Disease) [92,93].
Other motile organisms that engage in indirect allelopathy can be found among protozoa. Upon assimilating the phage-like bacterial endosymbionts of the genus Caedibacter
(previously known as “kappa bodies”), certain ciliates of the genus Paramecium transform
into “killer cells” capable of paralyzing and disintegrating closely related Paramecium
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species that do not possess the symbiont [94]. The kappa bodies produce paramecin, a
toxin that is lethal to various Paramecium species, and seems to release the toxin into the
surrounding environment while protecting the host from the toxin’s effects (possibly by
modifying the host’s cell membrane, though this has yet to be determined) [95]. Additionally, Chen (1955) and Müller et al. (2011) have reported evidence to suggest that a
Paramecium species that does not typically harbor Caedibacter, P. bursaria Ehrenberg, is
able to utilize toxic compounds produced by its facultative microalgal symbiont Chlorella
vulgaris Beijerinck in its competitive interactions with other Paramecium species and with
fellow bacterivorous ciliates Colpidium striatum (Losana) Ganner and Foissner and Tetrahymena pyriformis [96,97]. It would be a challenging task to determine how susceptible the
cells of Caedibacter- and Chlorella-housing paramecia are to one another’s symbiont-derived
weaponry, but it also would be intriguing in its own right (as an opportunity to observe
a sort of “rivals’ match”) and provide insights into the mechanics of susceptibility and
endosymbiosis in eukaryotes.
2.2. Mutualism
Mutualistic interactions are those in which organisms engage in mutually beneficial exchanges with other species that cause either no harm or negligible/outweighed
harm to the participants [98–100]. The various benefits they can provide include nutritional benefits [101], dispersal benefits [102], and reproductive benefits [103]. Mutualistic
interactions need not be symbioses, but many of the most famous and arguably most
consequential mutualistic interactions are symbioses. For example, all known eukaryotic
organisms are thought to have originated from once free-living bacteria and archaea that
became endosymbionts. Exchanging genetic material and optimizing divisions of labor,
they became inseparable, interdependent, and able to perform tasks and tolerate conditions that their free-living ancestors could not have performed and tolerated (a process
referred to by some as “symbiogenesis”) [104–106]. Similarly, if not for the mutualistic
interactions of mycorrhizal fungi and plants, terrestrial life on Earth might not have been
possible [107,108].
Other examples of mutualistic interaction are less far-reaching and recognizable but
no less fascinating and potentially useful. One that was initially described more than
a century ago but is still poorly understood and considered extremely unique among
animals is that of the symbiosis between the spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum
Shaw) and the green algae that populate the salamander’s eggs. Studies have shown that
salamander embryos benefit from the increased oxygen concentrations that their algal
symbionts produce through photosynthesis and that the algae, in turn, may benefit from
ammonia excreted by the embryos. More recently, it has been shown that the algae do
not simply grow within the egg capsule (outer shell of the eggs) but actually penetrate
salamander embryonic tissues [109] (Figure 2A). Apart from providing insights into the
ecology, evolution, and ontogeny of each of the species involved (and perhaps the processes
of ecology, evolution, and ontogeny in general), closer examination of this relationship
might allow humans to advance certain cutting-edge experimental medical techniques,
such as the use of cyanobacteria to treat coronary artery disease [110] or the use of marine
algae-derived bone-forming material for grafting [111].
When mutualistic interactions happen to enhance one or both partners’ ability to
respond to the threat of natural enemies, it is easy to see how the acquisition of exogenous
traits might impact consumer–resource dynamics. This, however, I will address in a later
section. Here, I restrict my focus to showing how the acquisition of exogenous traits from
other species can be the basis of mutualistic synergisms that enable species to tolerate and
respond to abiotic stress.
2.2.1. Neighborhood Habitat Amelioration (“Adversity Makes Strange Bedfellows”)
Neighborhood habitat amelioration (a.k.a. “bidirectional facilitation”) is where organisms that would otherwise compete strongly with one another have net positive effects on
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one another, instead [100,112,113]. Two conditions must be met for this to occur: (1) both
organisms must be simultaneously exposed to one or more abiotic stresses they cannot
cope with on their own (not necessarily ones to which they both share susceptibility), and
(2) each must possess traits that either enable the other to cope with its respective stresses
or that combine with the other’s traits to create emergent coping mechanisms for both.
In other words, the organisms must “make a good team” (functionally complement one
another) under conditions of abiotic stress. For example, certain plants cannot simultaneously acclimatize to the stresses of shade and drought due to physiological trade-offs. Yet,
paradoxically, in dry areas, these same plants, as seedlings, are often found to be restricted
to shady sites under the canopy of other, already established plants. Holmgren et al.
(1997) determined that the effects of the canopy and the plants’ combined root structures
create microhabitat conditions of sufficient water retention/availability for the plants to
survive, turning what would have otherwise been water-monopolizing competitors for the
seedlings into life-saving “nurse plants”. For their part, the nurse plants benefit from the
greater volume and more consistent accessibility of water, as well [114].
Multispecies biofilms are another form of symbiosis that might entail or promote
neighborhood habitat amelioration. These non-randomly structured, spatially defined
communities of bacteria and other microbes are omnipresent in natural environments and
often found in clinical settings. Some have argued that biofilms provide important insights
into the evolution of multicellularity and could be considered multicellular organisms
in their own right (or, at least, “pseudo-” or “proto-multicellular” organisms) [115,116].
Biofilm constituents may overlap significantly in their resource requirements, which would
make them intense competitors under other circumstances. Yet, under the conditions that
trigger biofilm formation and persistence, interactions among the constituent species often
lead to emergent properties that benefit them all, such as resistance to antibiotics, heavy
metals, and host immune responses [117,118]. In clinical settings and in the food industry,
these acquired exogenous benefits can be deadly [119,120] and could perhaps be effectively
dealt with using applied community ecological principles [121].
2.2.2. Association-Derived Heat and Cold Tolerance
Certain organisms can acquire increased tolerance of extreme heat through the manipulations of their endosymbionts. The cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.), for example, grows
better at high temperatures when it houses the endophytic fungus Paecilomyces formosus
LHL10 than when it does not, possibly due to the endosymbiont facilitating heat shock
protein expression and down-regulating certain endogenous cucumber hormones [122,123].
Other strains of P. formosus have been found to be pathogenic on plants such as pistachio
(Pistacia vera L.) [124], but the exogenous heat-tolerance conferred by this particular strain
could be applied beneficially where heat stress among crops is a concern (e.g., where cucumbers are double-cropped with tomatoes under black mulch [125]). On the opposite side
of the temperature spectrum are organisms that rely on endosymbionts to enhance their
cold tolerance. This includes the deer tick (Ixodes scapularis Say), host to Anaplasma phagocytophilum Foggie, the bacterial cause of human granulocytic anaplasmosis. The bacterium
increases the ability of its host to survive the harsh winters of the northeastern and upper
midwestern United States by causing the tick to produce an antifreeze glycoprotein [126].
This exogenous cold tolerance has a bearing on the prevalence of human granulocytic
anaplasmosis in these areas and may also affect that of other tick-borne diseases such as
Lyme Disease (caused by the bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi Burgdorfer), depending on the
as-yet poorly understood dynamics of coinfection in tick and human hosts [127].
Another way that organisms might rely on the traits of other species for help in
regulating their temperature is by engaging in or modifying social behaviors (this is
referred to as “social thermoregulation”). One such behavior is huddling for warmth in
communal groups [128]. Though the benefit of thermoregulation is not necessarily the main
reason, such communal groups are frequently heterospecific, as seen in birds, bats, flying
squirrels, mongooses, and slugs [129–133]. On the cooling side of social thermoregulation,
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one finds behaviors such as fanning in mixed-species bee colonies (Apis spp.) [134] and treehugging in the koala Phascolarctos cinereus Goldfuss (where the koala seeks out and presses
its body against species of trees capable of retaining cooler surfaces than others during
heat waves) [135]. At present, it is unclear precisely how important these behavior-based
exogenous benefits are to the recipients’ survival and reproduction or how susceptible
they are to the influences of human activity and species loss, but the fact that these species
Ecologies 2021, 2, FOR PEER REVIEWroutinely utilize them is perhaps telling.
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“inducible” defense and offense (phenotypic transformations in organisms triggered by the
cues of natural enemies or resources, respectively) [144,145].
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The above example of plants relying on predators and parasitoids to repel herbivores
is often mediated by signaling cues such as the volatile organic compounds that the plants
release in response to herbivory which betray the location of the herbivores to the herbivores’ predators and parasitoids [170]. A parallel to this mechanism exists in oceans,
wherein marine dinoflagellates respond to their nocturnal predators by emitting flashes
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The above example of plants relying on predators and parasitoids to repel herbivores
is often mediated by signaling cues such as the volatile organic compounds that the
plants release in response to herbivory which betray the location of the herbivores to the
herbivores’ predators and parasitoids [170]. A parallel to this mechanism exists in oceans,
wherein marine dinoflagellates respond to their nocturnal predators by emitting flashes of
blue light that draw the attention of larger predators [171]. At the molecular level, both
plant volatiles and dinoflagellate bioluminescence (production of light) are byproducts of
essential metabolic processes. The former are still commonly referred to as “secondary
metabolites” [172], and the latter appears to stem from photo-oxidation of chlorophyll [173].
Discovery of the compounds and pathways involved in these metabolic processes has given
rise to practical applications, such as use in agricultural pest management [174], in the cases
where the associational defenses and their underlying mechanisms are already known.
Other examples of organisms acquiring associational defenses involve less active
recruitment than those described above, arising, instead, from intimate and protracted
symbioses. The source of the toxicity of marine organisms such as the pufferfish (Arothron
hispidus L.), for instance, is endosymbiotic bacteria within the genus Vibrio [146] (Figure 3C).
Marine isopods [175], harvestman [176], jewel box clams [177], crabs [178], and (possibly)
three-toed sloths [179] acquire camouflage and other mechanical and chemical defenses
from ectosymbiotic algae, cyanobacteria, and sponges. There are also defense-conferring
symbioses that represent a sort of middle ground between recruited association and nearcomplete fusion, including those of “myrmecophytes” (plants that bear specialized structures to support colonies of “bodyguard” ants) [180–182] and those of gobies with burrowing shrimp (wherein the shrimp permit the gobies to share their dens in return for “sentry
duty”) [183]. Such symbiosis-derived associational defenses can also be directed at parasites, as is the case with the mutualistic symbiosis that New Zealand cockles (Austrovenus
stutchburyi Wood) share with a fellow intertidal bivalve, the mud flat anemone (Anthopleura
aureoradiata Carlgren). The anemone relies on the cockles’ shells as requisite hard substrates
for attachment and prevents the cockles from being infected by the trematode Curtuteria
australis Allison [184].
2.3.2. Associational Offenses (“Enemies Can Have Allies, Too”)
If associational defenses should inspire us to recall that “the enemy of my enemy is
my ally”, then associational offenses should prompt us to ask, “What if my enemy has
allies, too?” Unlike their defensive counterparts, associational offenses have been reported
sparsely and often anecdotally. One could argue that some cases are well represented (or, at
least, reasonably approximated) in models of phenomena such as parasite-mediated trophic
transmission [185,186], vector-pathogen mutualism [187], cooperative hunting [188,189],
and indirect effects on predators by mutualists [156]. However, there have been few, if
any, deliberate attempts to incorporate associational offenses as a group into ecological
and evolutionary theory. As such, for the purpose of introduction, I provide, below, an
overview of the phenomenon slightly more detailed than that which I have provided for
the other exogenous traits in this review. While not an exhaustive listing, the examples I
include are intended to represent the remarkable diversity of associational offenses and
associational offense users found in nature.
Just as competitors engage in indirect allelopathy and prey or hosts defend themselves
using exogenous toxins, various consumers have been found to subdue their prey or
hosts using exogenous venom. Among these are blue-ringed octopuses [147] (Figure 3D),
entomophagous nematodes [190], leaf-chewing insects [191], and parasitoid insects [192].
Each of these consumers relies on microbial endosymbionts to create, supplement, or serve
as the deadly substance. Other consumers depend on microbial endosymbionts for the
opposite purpose: neutralization. These include specialist herbivores such as the cigarette
beetle (Lasioderma serricorne Fabricius) [193] and the greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus
urophasianus Bonaparte) [194], which use the enzymes of their respective gut microbiota (as
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opposed to the clay or the cytochrome P-450 genes mentioned in the Introduction) to break
down plant chemical defenses.
Numerous aquatic predators possess microbial endosymbionts that provide associational offenses in the form of bioluminescence. The anglerfish (Melanocetus murrayi
Günther) uses this bioluminescence to lure its prey [195]. As does the cookie-cutter shark
(Isistius brasiliensis Quoy and Gaimard), though in the case of the shark, the prey are often
larger predators than itself [196]. The Hawaiian bobtail squid (Euprymna scolopes Berry)
uses bioluminescence to create disruptive color patterns, which enable it to ambush prey
from above by breaking up its silhouette and eliminating its shadow [197]. The loose-jawed
dragonfish (Malacosteus niger Ayres) uses bioluminescence (in its case, a unique far-red
frequency) to detect (illuminate) its prey without being detected [198,199].
Aside from substances and bodily attributes, associational offenses can also take
the form of services (behaviors). For example, some foraging animals routinely risk or
forfeit nutritional and energetic rewards to retain the scouting and flushing services of
other species [200–203]. Among these are giant moray eels (Gymnothorax javanicus Bleeker),
which rely on coral groupers (Plectropomus pessuliferus Fowler) to alert them and guide them
to the location of small fish hiding in narrow crevices beyond the groupers’ reach [202].
Interspecific cooperative foraging relationships such as these can entail surprisingly sophisticated displays of communication and coordinated mutual aid [204,205]. In addition,
consumers with limited endogenous motility or speed compared to their prey or hosts
often rely on phoretic partners to come within range of these prey or hosts, as is the case
with mesostigmatid mites (Poecilochirus necrophori Canestrini and Canestrini) [206], fig
nematodes (Schistonchus spp. and Parasitodiplogaster spp.) [207], and kangaroo leeches
(Marsupiobdella africana) [208]. Arguably, such phoresy-utilizing consumers could also
include all known vector-transmitted pathogens, especially those that actively recruit their
vectors via manipulations of their hosts (e.g., malarial plasmodia and Dutch elm disease
fungi manipulating host odor to attract mosquitos and bark beetles, respectively [209,210]).
Even the plant kingdom, despite being mostly photoautotrophic, houses some examples of associational offense users. Among these are holoparasites such as Cytinus hypocistis
L., which commandeers the hyphae of its host’s mycorrhizal fungi to increase its efficiency
in appropriating host nutrients [211], and carnivorous plants such as those of the genus
Roridula, which obtain nutrients from insects trapped in their sticky leaves by relying on
the digestive enzymes of the predatory hemipteran, Pameridea roridulae Reuter [212]. The
Roridula-hempiteran symbiosis is, in many ways, the associational offense counterpart of
myrmecophyte-ant symbioses (complete with evidence of intense coevolution, some of
which I touch upon in the next section). In addition, like those of associational defense users,
the ranks of associational offense users include organisms that actively maim or kill their
associates to acquire the victims’ traits. Among these are blanket octopuses (Tremoctopus
violaceus Chiaje, which can use the severed stinging tentacles of its prey to subdue additional prey) [213], aphid lions (which encase themselves in the shed exoskeletons and dead
bodies of their prey to infiltrate nests and ambush more prey) [214], green-backed herons
(which capture insects and other small organisms to use as bait for catching fish) [215],
dolphins (which fit marine sponges onto their beaks while foraging to expand their diet
breadths) [216], and complex life cycle parasites (which alter the behavior or physiology of
their intermediate hosts to gain access to their definitive hosts) [217,218].
Finally, lest one forgets, we humans are perhaps the most regular associational offense
users of all. Despite our extensive array of synthetic tools and elixirs and our widespread
establishment of agricultural settlements, we have relied on the aid of other species in
foraging throughout our known evolutionary history and continue to do so in modern
times. For instance, natives of the tropical forests of Central and South America use the
bark of the liana plant, Strychnos toxifera L. [219], and the secretions of poison dart frogs of
the genus Phyllobates [220] to hunt for food. Members of the nomadic Boran tribe of Kenya
rely on the greater honeyguide (Indicator indicator) to lead them to honeybee nests [200,221].
The Mayangna and Miskito tribes of Nicaragua rely on hunting dogs to expose and chase
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after potential prey [222]. Members of the Dukha tribe of Mongolia hunt with the aid of
reindeer (as steeds) and golden eagles (as slayers) [223].
Moreover, use of associational offenses is not restricted to these supposedly primitive
and remotely isolated groups of humans. Even in economically developed industrial
societies, one finds the consumption of herbs as antidotes for hepatotoxic substances in
food and drink [224,225], of peppers and other spicy plant materials to ward off food-borne
pathogens [226,227], and of live bacterial and yeast cultures or decomposer enzymes to
aid digestion [228–230]. There are the uses of live bait [231,232] and cooperation with dolphins [233] for fishing, as well as the use of tracking mammals to uncover edible fungi [234]
and of pig-tailed macaques (Macaca nemestrina L.) to harvest coconuts [235]. Humans also
rely on other organisms to enhance the palatability or novelty of certain foods, as in the
cases of palm civets (Paradoxurus hermaphroditus Pallas) being used to predigest coffee cherries [236], yeast and bacteria being used to ferment tea leaves [237] and cocoa beans [238],
and the fungus Botrytis cinerea Pers. being used to produce “botrytized wines” via “noble
rot” [239]. It is unknown whether these various human associational offenses have evolved
similarly to their non-human counterparts and have similar ecological consequences or if
they are as different as trophy hunting is from predation [240].
Above, I have stated that associational offenses have not been deliberately incorporated as a group into ecological and evolutionary theory, despite the numerous examples
that have been documented. This could be due to skepticism as to whether the effort
would result in any meaningful scientific contributions, especially given that, as I have
mentioned, associational offenses might be well represented or, at least, reasonably approximated in models of other related phenomena. It is fair to say that attempts to categorize phenomena using new or repurposed terminology (such as “associational offenses”)
have often spawned unnecessary confusion and counter-productive semantic debates in
science [241,242]. Is there, in fact, any reason to think that the dynamics of ecological
interactions would change if mediated by associational offenses instead of endogenous
ones? Should one expect associational offenses to generally differ from their endogenous
counterparts in terms of how they evolve?
In truth, the answers to these questions are currently a matter of speculation. What
we can say is that what associational offenses and endogenous offenses have in common
is that they enhance a consumer’s ability to “attack and handle” its resource (Figure 4,
left), and what distinguishes them is that the former require the involvement of a third
species: the consumer’s offense-conferring associate. The relationship between the associate
population and the measurements one would assign to the offense will most certainly
vary, case to case (e.g., a venomous consumer might hypothetically need to house a
thousand cells of its offense-conferring endosymbiont to produce one milliliter of venom
per day and require five milliliters to kill an individual prey, or it might need much fewer
endosymbionts and much less venom). The users and their associates might be so adjoined
and interdependent as to merit their being regarded as a single biological unit [243]. In
this case, whatever distinction one would make between associational offense users and
endogenous offense users could be ecologically moot (one could argue, for instance, that
tetrodotoxin is tetrodotoxin, regardless of whether it has been synthesized by an octopus, a
bacterium, or a chemist).
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evolutionary dynamic (between the nematodes, the cockchafers, the nematodes’ gut bacteria, and the cockchafers’ gut bacteria).
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To see how one might begin to incorporate associational offenses into existing ecological and evolutionary theory, consider the staple of modern ecological curricula known as
“trophic cascades” [250]. Trophic cascades are interactions in which populations at a given
“trophic level” (position in a food chain) are indirectly affected by populations two or more
levels above or below theirs. A classic example is that of wolves (Canis lupus L.) promoting
the growth of aspens (Populus tremuloides Michx.) by killing or frightening away elk (Cervus
canadensis Erxleben), which would otherwise feed on the aspens [251]. Hypothetically, if
the wolves were able to rely on a sympatric species such as the common raven (Corvus
corax L.) for scouting, flushing, or lookout services, this would increase the wolves’ chances
of success and reduce the costs associated with attack and handling [252–255]. The trophic
cascade from wolves to aspens would thereby be less sporadic; its rate of occurrence
would increase.
A real-life example of this kind of association-mediated trophic cascade is seen in the
effect of the ornate wrasse (Thalassoma pavo L.) on the brown algae (Order Laminariales)
that sustain shallow reef kelp forests in the Mediterranean Sea. A study by Galasso et al.
(2015) found that a previously unknown synergism between the wrasse and the sea star
Marthasterias glacialis L. led to algal recovery in Marine Protected Areas that had earlier
been deforested. This prior kelp deforestation had been due to the prevalence of sea
urchins (Paracentrotus lividus Lamarck and Arbacia lixula L.), which, in turn, seemed to
have been caused by the overfishing of top predators. Manipulative experiments and
field observations revealed that the proximity of the sea star triggers a sea urchin escape
response for which the sea urchins must extend their tube feet. The wrasse exploits this
behavior by feeding on the exposed tube feet, thus impairing urchin movement and making
them vulnerable to predation by the sea stars [256] (Figure 4, right).
The effects of associational offenses on trophic cascades could be incorporated into existing mathematical models of predator–prey relationships (such as those of the RosenzweigMacArthur class [257]) as coefficients modifying attack, handling, or conversion rate terms.
Rather than being constants, however, the coefficients may have to be functions of the
size of the associate population (or, rather, of the participating subset of the associate
population). Furthermore, the functions would have to account for case-specific variation
in the associate–offense relationship (in the case of the sea star–sea urchin–kelp example,
the variation would pertain to things such as how many sea stars it would take per wrasse
to increase the wrasses’ encounter rate of sea urchins by one sea urchin and how many sea
stars would represent the point of diminishing returns). This approach might enable the
determination of the conditions under which associational offenses might destabilize food
chains (e.g., drive sea urchin populations to local extinction).
2.4. Mixed Ecological Interactions
In the previous sections, I have endeavored to categorize all the main ecological interactions mediated by exogenous trait acquisition as “competition”, “mutualism”, and
“consumer–resource interactions”. However, as convenient as these categories may be
for organization, they are merely constructs. There are ecological relationships that fall
somewhere between or beside these categories (e.g., “commensal” and “amensal” interactions [258,259]). Additionally, boundary lines between separate categories may blur or
disappear completely, depending on environmental conditions [260] and on how well one
accounts for trade-offs [261] and long-term population-, community-, and ecosystem-level
trends [262]. For instance, precocious chicks of the brood-parasitic giant cowbird (Molothrus
oryzivorus Gmelin) can provide oropendolas (Psarocolius spp., fellow birds whose nests
they infiltrate) with an associational defense against botfly-driven nestling mortality, but
this benefit becomes null and void in the absence of the botflies, the presence of more
cost-effective defenders such as wasps, or the scarcity of oropendola eggs [263].
Moreover, it would be incorrect to assume that a trait (exogenous or otherwise) can
only be used for one purpose or another. The predatory nudibranch Aeolidia papillosa L.
can use the stinging cells it appropriates from sea anemones to enhance both its ability to
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deter predators and its ability to subdue prey [264]. Trees of the genus Cecropia, via their
myrmecophytic symbioses with ants (Azteca spp.), not only gain associational defenses
against herbivores and pathogens but also a competitive advantage against vines and
nearby saplings [265]. Similarly, Roridula plants rely on their hemipteran symbionts not
only for associational offenses, as previously mentioned, but also for facilitation of selffertilization [266]. Additionally, interactions involving exogenous traits can overlap or
be coupled. By releasing chemical cues that trigger sporulation in the fungus Neozygites
tanajoae, the cassava plant (Manihot esculenta Crantz) not only staves off its predator, the
green mite (Mononychellus tanajoa Bondar), but also enables its mite-pathogenic associate
(the fungus) to detect and acquire new hosts (Hountondji et al. 2006) [267], thereby
simultaneously giving rise to both an associational defense (from the perspective of the
plant) and an associational offense (from the perspective of the fungus). Symbiotic bacteria
in the skin of red-backed salamanders produce emergent metabolites that may play roles
in bacterial allelopathy but also provide the salamanders with an associational defense
against the chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis Berger (the cause of an on-going
mass extinction of amphibians throughout the world [268]) [269].
2.5. Implications of Exogenous Trait Acquisition for Management and Theory
The strategy of acquiring exogenous traits through community ecological interactions with other species is neither unusual nor trivial. As I have touched on throughout
this review, this strategy is employed by a vast array of organisms in various ways and
may represent important opportunities and concerns for natural resource management,
human health, industry, and ecological and evolutionary theory. Some of the organisms
that employ association-derived exogenous traits have become invasive and devastated
ecosystems such as grasslands [154,270], temperate forests [209,271], and coral reefs [149].
Some have been linked to epidemics of diseases, such as avian vacuolar myelinopathy, a
cause of recurrent die-offs in bald eagles [272]. Others are not pestilent but are, nonetheless,
equally important in the context of natural resource management, including some widely
used biological control agents of herbivorous insects among entomophagous nematodes
and parasitoid wasps [273,274].
Failure to consider the acquisition of exogenous traits in our analyses and projections
might result in significant gaps in our understanding of ecological communities, as well as
impair our ability to fulfill commercial and natural resource management objectives. There
has already been some real-world evidence of it having delayed our understanding of the
basis for and means of controlling pestilence and disease, especially in the contexts of pesticide and antimicrobial resistance [275]. For example, although development of insecticide
resistance has historically been attributed to evolutionary changes in pest insect genomes
(e.g., alteration of drug target sites, up-regulation of degrading enzymes, and enhancement
of drug excretion), Kikuchi et al. (2012) demonstrated that insecticide resistance can be
established immediately via the insecticide-degrading bacterial symbionts that nymphal
stages of these pest insects acquire from the soil every generation [276]. Similarly, Xu et al.
(2014) discovered that mutualistic viruses such as the novel densovirus HaDNV-1 can
provide their hosts with resistance to both chemical pesticides such as Bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt) toxin and pathogenic biological control agents like baculovirus HaNPV [277]. In the
same vein, a review by Banerji et al. (2019) elucidated the role of ecological interactions in
creating or promoting antimicrobial resistance among bacteria and other microbes, even in
the absence of known antimicrobial resistance genes (“ARGs”) [121].
To be clear, the phenomenon of exogenous trait acquisition (and occurrence of ecological synergism in general) does not invalidate or undermine the relevance of studies that
have focused on endogenous traits and their underlying genetics, nor does it necessitate
that researchers check for exogenous trait acquisition in all studies pertaining to biodiversity and ecological community dynamics. Recognition of exogenous trait acquisition
is not cause to dismiss what we have already learned. If anything, it is the opposite: a
reminder not to ignore or overlook the fundamentals of ecology and evolution as we make
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progress in our understanding of the genetic and epigenetic mechanisms that give rise to
characteristics of living beings. In fact, assuming that there are acquisitions of exogenous
traits in a given system (e.g., because of “old wives’ tales”) can occasionally be worse
from the standpoint of conservation and natural resource management than discounting
the possibility outright. Dean et al. (1990) have articulated, for example, how some illconceived approaches to management of African nature reserves and some subsequent
human rights violations against indigenous tribes were all partly fueled by the charisma of
an unsubstantiated (yet long-perpetuated) account of honeyguides escorting juvenile ratels
(Mellivora capensis Schreber) to beehives (as they do humans and other mammals) [200].
A productive way forward would be to capitalize on the prospect of adapting the tools
that have been used to study endogenous traits to explore the mechanisms and broader
impacts of exogenous trait acquisition in nature. This would not only help to ensure that
one does not misjudge organisms’ ranges of tolerance and misinterpret their population
dynamics but also provide a solid conceptual framework to support the development
of new hypotheses and techniques. In the context of integrated pest management, one
could extend the tried-and-tested methods of targeting vectors to control disease to include targeting other kinds of defense- or offense-conferring associates. For instance, one
might follow the example set by Mauldin et al. (1981) and others (Waller 1996) of using
antibiotic- or pathogen-infused bait wood to combat termites [278,279]. In said example,
the antibiotics and pathogens disable the termites’ ability to safely ingest wood by killing
or supplanting the endosymbionts that confer this ability [280]. Tarascoa et al. (2011) have
similarly demonstrated how one might quantify and predict the combined action of differing biological control agents that employ associational and endogenous offenses against
the same target pests. In the case of their study, the agents were the entomopathogenic nematode Steinernema ichnusae (which, like S. carpocapsae, envenomates its prey with virulent
endosymbiotic bacteria) and the entomopathogenic fungus Beauveria bassiana (Bals.-Criv.)
Vuill., both feeding on larvae of the honeycomb moth Galleria mellonella Fabricius [281].
One might also consider bioengineering defense- or offense-conferring symbionts [282]
or introducing probiotics and dietary supplements to bolster the effectiveness of biological
control agents. The latter would be akin to introducing alternative prey or hosts to enhance
the effectiveness of biological agents through “apparent competition” [145,283]. Similarly,
for the purposes of conservation or restoration, one might design landscapes to enhance
or reduce neighborhood habitat amelioration, as has been recommended for initiatives
intended to stem dryland degradation [284]. One might also introduce organisms capable
of occupying a critical niche that was lost due to the recent extinction of an associate, which
would fit the scheme of the proposed substitution of the extinct dodo bird (Raphus cucullatus
L.) with the extant turkey bird (Meleagris gallopavo L.) to preserve the tambalacoque tree
(Sideroxylon grandiflorum A.DC., formerly Calvaria major) [285] (but see [286] for a critical
review of this particular example).
There are, in addition, the innovations in microscopy [287,288], computer processing [289], and high-throughput sequencing [290–292] that, over the past decade, have
permitted scientists to perform species classifications and detect and quantify (in bulk)
traits such as morphology, behavior, and metabolic capability with greater speed and
precision than ever before [293–295]. Some of these modern tools and techniques could be
employed not only to track functional traits across whole ecological communities but also
to identify what each participant in an exogenous trait-conferring association contributes
when the trait is a product of synergism (i.e., where none of the species involved possess
the genetic machinery to produce the trait by themselves) [268,296]. The latter has been
conducted to a limited extent in studies of the symbiotic associations between the fungi
and photoautotrophic microbes that create lichen [295,297,298].
3. Conclusions
Studies attempting to uncover, quantify, and evaluate traits of interest (e.g., antimicrobial resistance and metal resistance) often start with the working premise that these
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traits are endogenous (e.g., phenotypic expressions of the species’ intrinsic ARGs and
metal resistance genes) [299]. This is an intuitive application of the Occam’s razor principle.
It may also be that the growing speed and precision with which one can now isolate
endogenous traits and their underlying genetic bases have encouraged the proliferation of
studies dedicated to this task [300–302], as have the success and profitability of applications
in bioprospecting [303]. However, as previous authors have underscored, even for these
purposes, it is necessary to put species traits in their proper ecological context, accounting
for the life-history strategies of the organisms that possess them [304,305] and for the
possibility of ecological communities exhibiting “functional complementarity” [306,307].
As I have expounded in this review, exogenous traits that are acquired through
interspecific association can be as important and worthwhile to consider as endogenous
traits. Updating conceptual and mathematical models in ecology and evolution to explicitly
incorporate them may bring to fruition exciting prospects for interdisciplinary collaboration
and creative new avenues of applied science. Future research should seek to optimize the
value of such endeavors, as well as reflect on the insights to refine past interpretations of
important ecological and evolutionary trends.
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